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Outline
We will use the bottom-up approach, starting from principles, and ending on 
practical applications.

● Why we need statistics?
● Which statistics we need?

○ Frequentist and Bayesian interpretation of probability
○ Common misconceptions about frequentist statistics
○ Argument against frequentist and in favor of Bayesian statistics

● Bayesian inference
○ Conceptual foundation: probability theory
○ Bayes’ rule in the discrete case
○ Bayes’ rule in the continuous case (parameter estimation)
○ Bayesian model selection



Why we need statistics?



Sensemaking process

Reproduced from [Gro14]
Why is this insufficient for quantitative data analysis? 
Why do we need statistics?



From sensemaking to data analysis (statistics)

Reproduced from [Gro14]



From statistics to scientific inquiry

Reproduced from [Box76]



Role of statistics in science 
● To borrow from John Maynard Keynes:

“The ideas of economists statisticians and political philosophers philosophers 
of science, both when they are right and when they are wrong, are more 
powerful than is commonly understood. [...] Practical men, who believe 
themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influence statistical 
philosophy, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist methodologist.”

● Statistics as the “grammar of science”:

“The unity of all science consists alone in its method,
not in its material.”  - Karl Pearson

● Distinct roles of applied statistics and applied mathematics (cf. the 
relationship of chemistry and cooking)



“Role of statistics in science”

● The misconceptions about 
the role of statistics:

○ Provides objective rules for 
analyzing data

○ Allows us to determine the truth 
of scientific claims

● This “decision tree” view of 
statistics obscures the unity 
of all statistics and makes it 
more difficult to learn; 
inherently inflexible

Reproduced from [McE18]



How does statistical philosophy influence our work?
● IMO, your statistical philosophy (knowingly or not) largely influences all parts 

of your scientific workflow:
○ Types of theories and questions you test (if you only know NHST, you will 

only ask questions that can be answered by NHST)
○ Experimental design
○ Data analyses and model checking
○ Interpretation of results (both yours and from literature)
○ Scientific communication (data and model visualization, framing of 

results)
● Bayesian inference provides you with a principled way of thinking of all the 

components above



Which statistics we need?



Two interpretations of probability
● Probability theory: mathematical rules for manipulating probabilities
● Probability theory largely uncontroversial, but its correspondence to the real 

world is; two interpretations of probability:
○ Aleatory/frequentist probability: expected frequency over many repetitions of a procedure
○ Epistemic/Bayesian probability: degree of belief agent should assign to event or proposition 

(inherently dependent on the agent’s state of knowledge)

● Why this matters?
○ Aleatory probability does not apply to singular events or propositions (e.g. this hypothesis is 

true, this effect exists)
○ Epistemic probability applies both to singular and repetitive events
○ Correct interpretation of probability statements is crucial for making sound inferences



Testing our intuitions about p-values
Suppose you have a treatment that you suspect may alter performance on a certain task. You compare 
the means of your control and experimental groups (say 20 subjects in each sample). Further, suppose 
you use a simple independent means t-test and your result is (t = 2.7, d.f. = 38, p = 0.01). Please mark 
each of the statements below as “true” or “false”. “False” means that the statement does not follow 
logically from the above premises. Also note that several or none of the statements may be correct.

Reproduced from [Gig04]



Testing our intuitions about
confidence intervals

Reproduced from [Hoe14]



Testing our intuitions about frequentist results
● If you endorsed any of the previous statements, the good news is that you 

are in good company!

Reproduced from [Hoe14]Reproduced from [Gig04]

● The bad news is that none of the statements are correct!



User:Repapetilto @ Wikipedia & User:Chen-Pan Liao @ Wikipedia 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:P-value_in_statistical_significance_testing.s
vg), „P-value in statistical significance testing“, modified, 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/legalcode

Reminder on p-values

Reproduced from [Kru18]



Argument for Bayesian statistics
The philosophical argument in favor of Bayesian statistics is straightforward 
[Lin00]:

1. Statistics is the study of uncertainty
2. Uncertainty should be measured by probabilities, which are manipulated 

using probability calculus (sum and product rules)
3. Probabilities can be used to describe the uncertainty of data
4. Probabilities can also be used to describe the uncertainty of (hidden) 

parameters
5. Statistical inference should be performed according to the rules of probability 

calculus (i.e. the Bayes’ rule)



Advantages of Bayesian inference

● Common misconception: 
Bayesian inference is 
modern/advanced/difficult to 
understand, whereas frequentist 
inference is established/easy 
(Bayesian computation can be 
difficult, but there is software to 
help here)

● IMO, framing problems in 
Bayesian terms is conceptually 
simple, and the interpretation of 
results is straightforward

Reproduced from [Wag18]



Bayesian inference



Foundation of Bayesian inference: probability theory

● We need only a few rules from probability theory:
○ Product (multiplication/chain) rule: what is the probability of A and B?

○ Sum (addition) rule: what is the probability of A or B, if A and B are mutually exclusive?

○ Total probability rule / “extending the conversation”: assume we have a disjoint set {A1, 
A2, ... AK} (set of mutually exclusive events, of which one is true, e.g. {A, not A}), we can 
express of probability of B as a sum of joint probabilities with Ak events

product rule



Conditioning on data (discrete case)
● Assume we are interested in the credibility of some hypothesis/model ‘M’ (and 

its negation ‘not M’), after observing data X
● Further, assume we know the probability of the data given M and notM 

(P(X|M) and P(X|notM), and the probability of M and notM before observing 
the data (P(M), P(notM))

● Given:

● Desired:

● We will now derive the Bayes’ rule, which will tell us how to go from the prior 
P(M) to the posterior P(M|X)



Bayes’ rule in the discrete case (1)
● Let’s write the product rule for X and M:
● By symmetry, it is also true:
● We can equate right-hand sides:
● Finally, we rearrange so that we have what we want on LHS: 

● Rejoice, this is the Bayes’ rule! But how do we compute the prior predictive 
probability  of the data P(X)?



Bayes’ rule in the discrete case (2)
● We can use the total probability rule (“extend the conversation”) to get P(X):

● Finally, we can reformulate Bayes’ rule in terms of probabilities we know:

● For more than two hypotheses: 



Example: Bayes’ rule for a truth-detecting-machine
● Imagine we have a machine that magically detects the truth of hypotheses we 

input: when the hypothesis is true, the machine is 80% accurate, when the 
hypothesis is false, the machine is 95% accurate

● Moreover, imagine that we are not very good at coming up with hypotheses 
that are actually true: only 10% of the time we input true hypotheses

● If we input a hypothesis, and we get a “TRUTH” reading from the machine, 
what is the probability that the hypothesis is actually true?



Example: Bayes’ rule for a truth-detecting-machine
● Given:

● We apply the Bayes’ theorem:

After applying our 
truth-telling-machine we are only 

64% sure of the truth of our 
hypothesis! 



Example: Bayes’ rule for a truth-detecting-machine
● What is the relative belief (i.e. posterior odds) of H vs. notH

after observing T?



Bayes’ rule in the continuous case (1) 

● We go from 
probabilities to 
probability density 
functions (PDFs)

● By definition:

Reproduced from [Etz18]



Bayes’ rule in the continuous case (2) 
● To derive Bayes’ rule, we first need the continuous product rule:

● And the continuous total probability rule (i.e. marginalization, when 
reading right to left):

● Bayes’ rule is then:



Bayes’ rule for parameter estimation
● Suppose we observed some data x produced by a stochastic process we are 

modeling as p(x| 𝜃), where 𝜃 represents parameters of the process (e.g. p(x|𝜃) 
= N(x; 𝜇, 𝜎), where 𝜇 and 𝜎 are the parameters)

● How can we calculate the credibility of parameter values given the data 
(i.e. p(𝜃 | x)? The answer is again Bayes’ rule:

Posterior 
density

Prior
density

Likelihood
function

Marginal
likelihood

● The denominator usually does not have an analytic solution, so we have to 
use approximations



Example: Bayesian parameter estimation of 
CS+/CS- difference with JASP

● JASP is a free, open-source alternative to SPSS that supports both classical 
and Bayesian analyses

● We will analyze the SCR CS+/CS- difference for 21 subjects using the 
Bayesian one sample t-test

We used the Cauchy prior with the default scale parameter of 0.707.

https://jasp-stats.org/


Bayesian model selection
● If we have two or more models under consideration we can do two types of 

inference: continuous within-model (parameter estimation), and discrete 
between-model (model selection) inference

● Parameter selection can be done independently for each model:

● Models can be compared using posterior odds and Bayes factors:
Posterior odds Prior odds Bayes factor



Example: hypothesis testing of CS+/CS- difference
● Again we use JASP with the same data as before; but now we do not want to 

also compare the model of no effect existing vs. a model predicting the effect 
exists

Reproduced from [vDo19]



Example: hypothesis testing of CS+/CS- difference 
● How do our conclusions depend on the prior? We can answer using a 

robustness (or sensitivity) check



Example: hypothesis testing of CS+/CS- difference
● We could also collect data until we reach a certain level of certainty



Going further
● Most of the presentation was based on the paper of Etz & Vandekerckhove 

(2018), but the paper has a slower pace and goes into more details
● The recent special issue of Psychonomic Bulletin & Review on Bayesian 

methods features many excellent papers: http://bit.ly/BayesInPsych
● For a slightly different approach, check Richard McElreath’s “Statistical 

Rethinking” course: https://github.com/rmcelreath/statrethinking_winter2019

http://bit.ly/BayesInPsych
https://github.com/rmcelreath/statrethinking_winter2019
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